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Spring came and the bird flew back
with enthusiasm. However, the tree had
gone and what was left behind was just
the root.
“Where，s my friend? " The bird uttered.
"It's been cut and brought down to
the valley.-^
The bird hurried to the valley where
he found some noise coming from a large
factory. He settled on the entrance and
asked the door, "Please tell me where the
tree is,，
“It's been cut into pieces of matches
and sold to the villagers on the other side
of the river,*'
‘
The bird rushed to the village at a
stretch and he saw a little girl sitting by a
lamp.
"Little maid, could you please tell me
where the matche& are?''
‘'They have all been used up, but the
fire made by them is still burning in this
lamp. “ It was the reply .
He was shocked and stared at the fire.
He began his favourite song with tears in
his eyes!'
A good friend of mine told me this
story one evening and I love it so much. I
do appreciate the effort of the little bird
in keeping his promise and / have an
enormous admiration for the deep bond
between them. Though it was not possible
for the tree and the bird to live together
again, the bird should have been very glad
to know that the tree was so faithful and,
dedicated himself in fulfilling his promise
in spite of all the hardship.
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Perhaps all these seemminute to you.
But do you realize that we, human beings,
always find it hard to keep our promise
even tG- our dearest friend? And I remember
what a lecturer once mid:
“Don't make any promiseor you'll just
find yourself telling a lie.“
，
Promises bewteen lovers are always
illusory. Don't believe your lover if he
promises you that his love for you never
change. Or I should say, 'never make any
promise because once you make it and
break it, it will instantly become a fault
of yours and you will always be
reminded that you have broken your
promises, ‘ Promises are dangerous and
harmful both to the person who gives
them and the one who takes them.
However, no one could be blamed as
it always seems that we are not master of
ourselves but slaves of time and circumstance.
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'Once upon a time in the forest, there
lived a bird and a tree. They were very
good friends and the bird sang to the tree
every day. They enjoyed their life with
each other. Winter fell and the bird had to
fly south.
"Goodbye, my dear friend. Promise
me to come back next year. I yearn to
hear you sing, “ said the tree.
"Sure, I promise you to come back
early this spring and I wo Id sing you my
favourite song!"
They were very sad in leaving each
other but they both had strong conviction
that they could come together after a few
months.

